PROS CLOUD

SMART CLOUD APPLICATIONS
YOU CAN TRUST
SAAS GIVES YOU THE FASTEST VALUE FROM YOUR PROS SOLUTIONS

Realize Your Potential

THE PROS CLOUD
All PROS applications are available in a SaaS model, fully hosted and managed by PROS
from our high-performance, secure cloud. What makes the PROS Cloud different? PROS
applications are built to muscle through your mountains of big data to deliver real business
results. Now companies can still get that same power from the convenience of the PROS
cloud – architected and scaled to meet intense data demands. It’s simply a better value and
logical fit for companies seeking to gain a competitive advantage, while balancing costs.

WORRY-FREE SECURITY
PROS cloud infrastructure is housed in SOC
2-certified data centers and has the security
and availability features you demand of a
mission-critical application:
Enterprise-Wide Information
Security Program
SOC2 & HIPAA Compliance Environments
Strict Enforcement of All Security Policies
Data Center Physical Security
Security Training for All Employees
ITIL Incident and Change Management
Vulnerability Scanning & Assessment
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Get the power to muscle
through big data with the
convenience of the PROS cloud.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE CLOUD OPTIMIZED
FOR BIG DATA
Our real-time technology is massively scalable and performance is world-class. But don’t take
our word for it, see how the reliability, scalability and performance of our high-performance
cloud stacks up to the world’s top performers.

IBM WATSON

HARDWARE
SPECS

Runs on 2,800 cores with
16TB of memory and 4 TB
of storage.1

TWITTER

TRANSACTIONS
HANDLED

Processes
500 million
tweets per
day.2

SFDC
Processes
3 billion
transactions
daily.3

PROS HIGH-PERFORMANCE CLOUD
Runs on 2,500 cores with 28TB of
memory, 225TB of high performance
storage and 42TB extreme performance
storage (Flash).

PROS HIGH-PERFORMANCE CLOUD
Updates more than 200 million prices and
1.7 billion forecasts daily.
Our real-time technology is massively
scalable:
It can serve more transactions per minute
than Twitter, where each transaction is
more than 10 times the size of a single
tweet and each transaction is processed
in 10 milliseconds which is 20 times
faster than the blink of an eye.

Sources.
1. http://www.zdnet.com/article/what-makes-ibms-watson-run/
2. https://about.twitter.com/company
3. http://www.trust.salesforce.com/trust/performance
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Drive Performance Up
and IT Costs Down.
When you’re experiencing the power of
PROS, you want to focus on the benefits to
your revenue, margin, and productivity. Yet
traditional, on-premise application hosting
and management take time and the resources
of an often overworked, understaffed IT
department. That’s why many companies turn
to PROS to deliver and manage their software
for them. It’s the best of both worlds: a more
elastic, flexible cloud computing model that
eliminates large capital expenditures and
internal IT support, plus, all the privacy and
security required by today’s most advanced
computing environments.

PROS EXPERIENCE WITH CLOUD
We have been investing in cloud
for over a decade. Our investments
on our application architecture and
our growth of the data center has
helped us support multiple product
customers across all our major
product lines. All our applications
are available on the cloud.
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Cloud Customers

38
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70+

WHAT DO YOU GET WITH PROS CLOUD?
Faster Innovation
Internal resource bottlenecks won’t stall
projects, so you’ll have faster deployment and
upgrades, quicker time-to-value and better
ROI. And, standardized configuration and
best practices allow for seamless access to all
application features and upgrades.

More Agility
Get IT on demand and easily scale as your
business needs grow, all while you let your
company resources focus on other important
projects.

Worry-Free Security & Support
Get full IT service management, including
stack monitoring and operations, disaster
recovery and capacity management, all
with an application-level SLA. Additionally,
our SOC-2 certified data centers give you
the lowest risk possible for deploying and
supporting PROS applications.

More Flexibility
Eliminate large capital expenditures with an
elastic cloud-computing model that scales with
your business needs.
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About PROS
PROS Holdings, Inc. (NYSE: PRO) is a revenue and profit realization
company that helps B2B and B2C customers realize their potential
through the blend of simplicity and data science. PROS offers cloud
solutions to help accelerate sales, formulate winning pricing strategies
and align product, demand and availability. PROS revenue and profit
realization solutions are designed to allow customers to experience
meaningful revenue growth, sustained profitability and modernized
business processes.
To learn more, visit pros.com.
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